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SESSION 49:  More Product, Less Pixels: Alternate Approaches to 
Digitization and Metadata 
 
We archivists, perhaps everyone in this room, have lately become pretty comfortable with 

the notion of digitizing collection materials. We talk about it with a certain matter of 

factness—at least when we’re talking about a relatively small number of items.  That’s a 

big step forward from just a few years ago, when many of us were still intimidated by the 

whole concept. But now, having created a few digital exhibits, and having digitized the 

odd small and precious manuscript collection, we’ve lost the sweaty palms and we now 

live in a world where digitization has become another wrench in the toolbox. But, at the 

same time, we can look farther down the road and see the social value of those small 

accomplishments diminishing.  Our audiences are decreasingly impressed with such 

products; instead they are putting two and two together and saying:  well, if you can give 

me all these boutique products, why can’t you give me commodities in bulk?  Let me 

access the whole collection digitally, not just the crumbs or teasers. 

 
This is the new access nightmare—digitizing and serving up collections of a significant 

size, thousands and thousands of images, delivered in a contextualized way that both 

preserves and expresses their reality as archives. How can we afford to engage in this 

new service area without depleting our resources?  Without beggaring other critical work 

in our repositories?  Without spending all of our ever-limited staff hours on this one 

activity?  In economist jargon: How do we commoditize this activity? How are we going 

to produce it cheaply, quickly, routinely and in a very undifferentiated form?  Because we 

must commoditize digitization if we are going to meet scaled-up audience demands for 

access to digitized collection materials. At its Digitization Matters symposium in 

conjunction with last year’s SAA meeting, OCLC/RLG Programs staff called the Special 

Collections’ community’s attention to this elephant in the room. They made the point 

clearly that current collection digitization methodologies are creating chokepoints that 

can only hamstring us in the longer run. 
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This is the sort of mass digitization need that is now increasingly upon us.  This is the 

new thing that makes us sweat.  The 3 speakers on our panel today are, in a sense, 

pioneers in grappling with this new set of problems and opportunities, and I think each of 

them sees both sides of that coin and has something meaningful to say about it. 

 
 
Amanda Focke 
 
Amanda Focke (pronounced Folk-y) has worked in acad emic and 
public archives since 1994 and is currently Asst. H ead of 
Special Collections at Fondren Library, Rice Univer sity.  She is 
involved in an IMLS digitization grant capturing 25 ,000 page 
images representing 600 textual and image-based dig ital objects. 
This project handles each object in an extremely de tailed manner 
and has made her very interested in today's topic o f minimal 
processing digitization.  
 
 
 
Josh Ranger 
 
Joshua Ranger received his MLS at UW Madison in 199 8.  Since 
then he has served as the University Archivist at t he University 
of Wisconsin at Oshkosh.  For the past eight years,  he has been 
involved with the creation and ongoing development of the UW 
System's cooperative digital program.  Currently he  serves as 
the chair of the Digital Initiatives Coordinating C ommittee of 
the Council of UW Libraries, overseeing policy and strategic 
goals of the digital library and intuitional reposi tory of the 
26 campus system.  
 
 
Dreanna Belden 
 
Dreanna Belden is the Coordinator of Grants and Dev elopment for 
the University of North Texas Libraries.   She hold s a MLS from 
the University of North Texas, and her interests in clude 
exploring how digital cultural heritage collections  can most 
effectively be used in education, and working with museums and 
libraries to place their materials online.  She is currently co-
Chair of the 2009 TLA Conference Program Planning C ommittee, 
past-Chair of the TLA Digital Libraries Round Table , a member of 
the Transforming Texas Libraries Task Force and Cha ir of the 
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Training Group of the Texas Heritage Digitization I nitiative.  
In 2007, the American Library Association selected Ms. Belden as 
a participant in its prestigious Emerging Leaders p rogram, which 
is limited to 100 librarians nationwide. 
 
A confession: I'm not an archivist, so honestly I h ad not heard 
of Meissner-Greene before being asked to be on this  panel. Gasp!  
However I do consider myself a big-picture person w ho looks for 
practical solutions to challenges, so after learnin g more, I 
really embraced the ideas in the article.  Viva la Revolución!  

 


